MURDER INC.

were truly "gentlemen" (at least they didn't pick on little children) compared with the forces of "anti-Christ" fighting "Christianity" in their sneaking attempt to violate and contaminate the bodies of MILLIONS of innocent little children with FRAUDULENT polio vaccines.

HERE IS YOUR PROOF

(This represents only a fraction of the damage done by the polio-vaccine "carnival" of 1954. Let's not wake up 10 years from now realizing this heinous crime against Nature was another "YALTA-shindig").

THE "GANG" PROMOTING THIS VACCINE HAVE NO PROOF

of its value except their "propaganda" concocted behind their "SECRET CODE," which no HONEST, DECENT humans have ever stooped to use for "protection."

THE SALK VACCINE MUST NOT BE LICENSED!

EVERY U. S. SENATOR & U. S. CONGRESSMAN OWE IT TO YOU (THE PUBLIC) TO DEMAND AN IMMEDIATE OPEN HEARING ON "THE TRUTH ABOUT POLIO" INVITING DOCTORS OF EVERY HEALING PROFESSION TO TESTIFY.

WHEN "POLIOPHOBIA" IS EXPOSED AND REPLACED WITH "TRUTH" NO POLIO VACCINE WILL EVER BE LICENSED.

ANY PUBLIC OFFICIAL WHO HESITATES TO STOP THE LICENSING AND USE OF "FAKE" VACCINES IS NOT FIT TO SERVE THE PUBLIC!

Send 25c for a complete file of our factual Polio literature.

POLIO PREVENTION, INC.
Coral Gables, Florida

March 25, 19
POLIO is so correctly defined by a famous POLIO authority as... "POLIO IS A TOXIC WASTE PARALYZATION... TOXIC... because of how it affects... WASTE... because it destroys..."

POLIO is NOT caused by any live virus or little bug. It is based most often on a calcium deficiency, bringing on muscular spasms and spasmodic convulsions in the intestinal tract. Basically, cleansing the intestinal tract is the secret to the fast and easy recovery from POLIO.

A polio vaccine of any type, is just as worthless in the prevention of polio, as a vaccine would be to prevent a broken arm or a dental fender on your car. NO GUARANTEE OR CAN AGAINST POLIO.

POLIO: Vaccine has only filled countless cemeteries with innocent victims killed past the time polio could have been controlled by injections.

Sept. 20th, 1953: "The UNITED NATIONS WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE reports, "Effort to control Polio Complete Failure and..."

Oct. 21st, 1953: Didn't Dr. William M. Hammon, (University of Pittsburgh) discover of Gamma Globulin as a polio treatment, say, "the new polio vaccine developed by Dr. Salk should not be tested with too much optimism."

The "promoters" of this dangerous vaccine give NO GUARANTEE of NO ASSURANCE that it will not KILL your child... "so why should we take a chance?"

Jan. 16th, 1954: A former feature-writer for the March of Dimes, came to me and outlined the possibilities for the future, if Dr. Salk were the one who were to "promote" themselves by using half of the children, injected with injecting something by an injection to protect the other half of the children. They didn't need to inject an equal number of children with red water. They showed that the effects were by a mysterious way, and added: "while there is the most astonishing thing that has ever been done in this country; but, at this writer did not say that they were to produce "naturally" possible..."

Still with the same facts, Dr. Salk has never been protected by a "SECRET CODE". Dr. Salk himself, wrote: "so help me..."

Mar. 14th, 1955: "The March of Dimes..."

"TIME Magazine, a white back, stated: "Among one million children vaccinated with the Salk vaccine in the United States during the past 6 months of determination, 43 of them; 483 would sooner or later recover completely; 175 would have some paralysis; and, 43 would die." That law of averages still applies today.

Feb. 19, 1954: We published the sensational sheet "FAKE POLIO VACCINE RAY KOSKELA's FORUM" which this day has never been disputed by the March of Dimes "money-grabbers."

Mar. 29th, 1954: We published the sensational folder, "LITTLE WHITE CONSPIRACY" which pointed out one of the biggest "conspiracies" of Dr. Salk's former professors and the Salk vaccine came out with a polio vaccine a few years back, injecting it into innocent little children and then killing, blinding, maiming and murdering. And it is also pointed out that our State and Federal Health Departments should prohibit the use of this untested, unproved, unvaccinated vaccine, which had not been approved and licensed in compliance with the Federal Laws.

How they get by with using it in 1954, we don't know.

April 4th, 1954: Walter Winchell, over radio and television, WARNED the public that the Salk vaccine faces several big "if's," but they hope to start using it in Miami by late March.

Dr. L. C. Appel, M.D., writes: "The fact that vaccination is either (a) the originator of the disease or (b) the spreader of the disease, and none at all as a protective in virulent epidemics. I see nothing but an act of needless cruelty in inflicting on a perfectly healthy baby an acute disease comparable to the measles, mumps, and varicella in childhood."

Dr. Miller, President of Polio Prevention, Inc., Coral Gables, Florida: hereby offer to personally serve as a "human guinea pig" on a risk of 100 to 1,000 that I would suffer from a polio vaccine. They injected DIRECTLY into my bloodstream, or if the skeptics prefer they may say "directly into my body..."

Along with this challenge, in writing, was an offer to wager $10,000.00 by Dr. H. Miller that he would not become a victim of Polio, if the challenge were never accepted, he would become a victim. Of course, the challenge of Dr. S. A. Mills who offers to go to television and PROVE that Polio is easily successfully treated.

May 21st, 1954: A Polio Rally was held at Dayton, Ohio, where Dr. Jonas Salk was invited, as was Dr. Edward F. McCormick, president of the American Medical Association, and many others. Here it is less than a month after Dr. Salk asked for 10,000 little children to experiment with, that they are about to "hysterically" and criminally to simply "guess" on this entire force.

Feb. 27th, 1955: Our folder "GOD before GOLD" says: LONDON loudly proclaims "Guinea Pig" treatment of children given "shots" for merely "pseudo-medical" CURES for every malady, insisting the parents to authorize "experiments" on children merely that "Quid pro quo...ought to cooperate the 'new and improved' INVASION OF THE CHILD'S INALIENABLE RIGHTS, and is just as INLEGAL in America.

PARIS press warns the people against the Salk vaccine and the public to say: "NO GUARANTEE, NO ASSURANCE..."
The "money-beggar," originators of polio vaccine, and which have developed it (in spite of parental consent) are financially LIABLE in parents who are the innocent victims.

Feb. 24th, 1955: An M.D. spoke on polio in Miami, apparently for the N.G. News, stating: "if the parents do not insist, they will be "guinea pig" and that the government..."

There need be NO polio CRIPPLES! There need be NO polio DEATHS!

Then, no cure will be needed, and we will have healthy, robust, happy children.

In closing, "POLIO GAMBLING..."

The American public have been the victims of the greatest "BRAINWASHING" ever attempted by man. The Polio vaccine faces several big "if's," but they hope to start using it in Miami by late March.

Dr. L. C. Appel, M.D., writes: "The fact that vaccination is either (a) the originator of the disease or (b) the spreader of the disease, and none at all as a protective in virulent epidemics. I see nothing but an act of needless cruelty in inflicting on a perfectly healthy baby an acute disease comparable to the measles, mumps, and varicella in childhood."

Dr. Miller, President of Polio Prevention, Inc., Coral Gables, Florida: hereby offer to personally serve as a "human guinea pig" on a risk of 100 to 1,000 that I would suffer from a polio vaccine. They injected DIRECTLY into my bloodstream, or if the skeptics prefer they may say "directly into my body..."

Along with this challenge, in writing, was an offer to wager $10,000.00 by Dr. H. Miller that he would not become a victim of Polio, if the challenge were never accepted, he would become a victim. Of course, the challenge of Dr. S. A. Mills who offers to go to television and PROVE that Polio is easily successfully treated.

May 21st, 1954: A Polio Rally was held at Dayton, Ohio, where Dr. Jonas Salk was invited, as was Dr. Edward F. McCormick, president of the American Medical Association, and many others. Here it is less than a month after Dr. Salk asked for 10,000 little children to experiment with, that they are about to "hysterically" and criminally to simply "guess" on this entire force.
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PARIS press warns the people against the Salk vaccine and the public to say: "NO GUARANTEE, NO ASSURANCE..."
The "money-beggar," originators of polio vaccine, and which have developed it (in spite of parental consent) are financially LIABLE in parents who are the innocent victims.

Feb. 24th, 1955: An M.D. spoke on polio in Miami, apparently for the N.G. News, stating: "if the parents do not insist, they will be "guinea pig" and that the government..."

There need be NO polio CRIPPLES! There need be NO polio DEATHS!

Then, no cure will be needed, and we will have healthy, robust, happy children.

In closing, "POLIO GAMBLING..."

The American public have been the victims of the greatest "BRAINWASHING" ever attempted by man. The Polio vaccine faces several big "if's," but they hope to start using it in Miami by late March.